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Partners in Performance is a global management consulting company working hand in hand with its clients to achieve long-term impact. Over the past four years, Partners in Performance has helped its clients achieve more than $10 billion in proven, fully implemented EBIT improvements, more than $40
billion in capital reductions and more than $1.9 billion in savings in procurement. Using an expert team and a hands-on approach, Performance Partners are constantly helping customers achieve lower costs and higher revenue. Partners in Performance is a global management consulting company
focused on human productivity and working with partner clients to make a change. We have offices in Australia, New York, Southeast Asia, Africa, North and South America, the Middle East, Russia and the UK and Europe, but we prefer to spend as little time as possible. Instead, we work closely with our
clients to deliver great, fast, sustainable results that you are unlikely to ever achieve sitting in the boardroom. IF YOU'RE THINKING OF CONSULTING ON MAKING A BIG POWERPOINT DECK, KEEP WALKING. Don't get us wrong. We admire the dramatic presentation of PowerPoint™ as well as the
next global consulting company. Hell, we do a lot ourselves. And we respect the people who make them good. But give us a choice between a column of perfectly aligned bullet points and a delivery plan that helps turn the customer's business around and the solution is not the head of the world. The
Partners in Performance, being a senior employee is not about writing reports, or standing up and presenting them. It's about results. We are here to deliver great, fast, sustainable results for our customers. Deliver. Don't just recommend. So our final product is not a report, it's what happens as soon as
we work together with the customer to realize what's in it. That's why our customers around the world choose us and why we choose a certain type of person to fill our key roles. Like this one: Senior Lawyer - INSEAD 20D CohortNow that you're going to wrap up your INSEAD MBA - and maybe even had
a few years in a commercial role - you'll be looking for an opportunity to turn your ideas into business results. As a productivity partner, these results may affect some of the world's largest companies in several sectors. This role combines analysis with results in a way that will challenge and develop you -
all the while with the full support and mentoring of your fellow PIPers. Once the recommendations built on your analysis are agreed upon, you can expect to work together with customers from the shop to the C-suite to help make them. Whether it's improving the process, optimizing the supply chain, or
transforming the back office, you'll help your recommendations in results for your customers. Nuts and Bolts We recruit for several senior staff who will be based in the main operations centers of PIP: Africa, ANU, CIS, SEA, LATAM, MENA and NAM. For our practice in Southeast Asia, we are looking for
citizens Malaysians and Indonesians), who are fluent in the local language. Along with your INSEAD MBA program, it is advisable to have up to 4 years of commercial experience. Working with Analytics is like breathing to us, so Excel and shared maths are important. We love interesting people, so
please include your community, sports and volunteer experience in your CV.We treasure diversity of all kinds and have done since we opened up for business over 24 years ago. Return To Firm Directory Partners in Performance is a hybrid strategy/implementation firm that focuses on improving
revenue/cost for its customers across industries, with a particular focus on reducing capital costs and search costs. The firm has no problem putting its money where its mouth is by making fees dependent on results. Jakarta Kuala Lumpur Singapore Sydney Dublin Moscow London Plaza Buenos Aires
Santiago Sao Paulo Mexico City
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